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Interview Motion Compensated Joint Decoding for
Compressively Sampled Multiview Video Streams
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Abstract—In this paper, we design a novel multiview video
encoding/decoding architecture for wirelessly multiview video
streaming applications, e.g., 360 degrees video, Internet of Things
(IoT) multimedia sensing, among others, based on distributed video
coding and compressed sensing principles. Specifically, we focus on
joint decoding of independently encoded compressively sampled
multiview video streams. We first propose a novel side-information
(SI) generation method based on a new interview motion
compensation algorithm for multiview video joint reconstruction
at the decoder end. Then, we propose a technique to fuse the
received measurements with resampled measurements from the
generated SI to perform the final recovery. Based on the proposed
joint reconstruction method, we also derive a blind video quality
estimation technique that can be used to adapt online the video
encoding rate at the sensors to guarantee desired quality levels in
multiview video streaming. Extensive simulation results of real
multiview video traces show the effectiveness of the proposed
fusion reconstruction method with the assistance of SI generated
by an interview motion compensation method. Moreover, they also
illustrate that the blind quality estimation algorithm can accurately
estimate the reconstruction quality.
Index Terms—Multiview video streaming, compressed sensing
(CS), Internet of Things (IoT), 360 degrees video.

I. INTRODUCTION
RADITIONAL multi-view video coding techniques, e.g.,
MVC H.264/AVC, can achieve high compression ratio by
adopting intra-view and inter-view prediction, thus resulting in
extremely complex encoders and relatively simple decoders. Recently, a multi-view extension of HEVC (MV-HEVC) was proposed to achieve higher coding efficiency by adopting improved
flexible coding tree units (CTUs). [2]–[5] propose an efficient
parallel framework based on many-core processors for coding
unit partitioning tree decision, motion estimation, deblocking
filter, and intra-prediction, respectively, thus achieving many
fold speedups compared with current existing parallel methods.
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However, typical wirelessly multi-view video streaming applications emerging in recent years such as 360 degrees video, and
those encountered in Internet of Thing (IoT) multimedia sensing
scenarios [6]–[10] are usually composed of low-power and lowcomplexity mobile devices, smart sensors or wearable sensing
devices. 360 degrees video enables immersive ”real life”, ”being
there” experience for users by capturing the 360 degree view
of the scene of interest, thus requiring higher bitrate than conventional video because it supports a significantly wider field
of view. IoT multimedia sensing also needs to simultaneously
capture the same scene of interest from different viewpoints and
then transmit it to a remote data warehouse, database or cloud
for further processing or rendering. Therefore, they need to be
based on architectures with relatively simple encoders, while
there are less constraints at the decoder side. To address these
challenges, so-called Distributed Video Coding (DVC) architectures have been proposed in the last two decades, where the
computational complexity is shifted to the decoder side by leveraging architectures with simple encoders and complex decoder
to help offload resource-constrained sensors.
Compressed Sensing (CS) is another recent advancement in
signal and data processing that shows promise in shifting the
computational complexity at the decoder side. CS has been
proposed as a technique to enable sub-Nyquist sampling of
sparse signals, and it has been successfully applied to imaging
systems [11], [12] since natural imaging data can be represented
as approximately sparse in a transformed domain, e.g., through
discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet transform
(DWT). As a consequence, CS-based imaging systems allow
the faithful recovery of sparse signals from a relatively small
number of linear combinations of the image pixels referred to as
measurements. Recent CS-based video coding techniques [13]–
[17] have been proposed to improve the reconstruction quality
in lossy channels. Therefore, CS has been proposed as a cleanslate alternative to traditional image or video coding paradigms
since it enables imaging systems that sample and compress data
in a single operation, thus resulting in low-complexity encoders
and more complex decoders, which can help offload the sensors
and further prolong the lifetime of the mobile devices or sensors.
In this context, our objective is to develop a novel lowcomplexity multi-view coding/encoding architecture for wirelessly video streaming applications, e.g., 360 degrees immersive
video, IoT multimedia sensing, among others, where devices or
sensors are usually equipped with power-limited battery. However, current existing algorithms are mostly based on the MVC
h.264/AVC or MV-HEVC architecture, which involves complex
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encoders (motion estimation, motion compensation, disparity
estimation, among others) and simple decoder, and is thus not
suitable to low-power multi-view video streaming applications.
To address this challenge, we propose a novel mult-view encoding/decoding architecture based on compressed sensing theory,
where video acquisition and compressing are implemented in
one step through low-complexity and low-power compressive
sampling (i.e., simple linear operations) while complex computations are shifted to the decoder side. Thus this proposed
architecture is more suitable to the aforementioned multi-view
scenarios compared with the conventional coding algorithm. To
be specific, at the encoder end, one view is selected as a key view
(K-view) and encoded at a higher measurement rate; while the
other views (CS-views) are encoded at relatively lower rates. At
the decoder end, the K-view is reconstructed using a traditional
CS recovery algorithm, while the CS-views are jointly decoded
by a novel fusion decoding algorithm based on side information
generated by a new proposed inter-view motion compensation
scheme. Based on the proposed architecture, we develop a blind
quality estimation algorithm and apply it to perform feedbackbased rate control to regulate the received video quality.
We claim the following contributions:
1) Side information generated by inter-view motion compensation. We design a motion compensation algorithm for
inter-view prediction, based on which we propose a novel
side information generation method that uses the initially
reconstructed CS-view and the reconstructed K-view.
2) CS-view fusion reconstruction. State-of-the-art joint reconstruction methods either use side information [18]
as sparsifying basis or use it as the initial point of
the developed joint recovery algorithm [19]. Differently,
we operate on the measurement domain and propose
a novel fusion reconstruction method by padding measurements resampled from side information to the original received CS-view measurements. Then, traditional
sparse signal recovery methods can be used to perform
the final reconstruction of CS-view by using the resulting
measurements.
3) Blind quality estimation for compressively-sampled video.
To guarantee the CS-based multi-view streaming quality
is not trivial since original pixels are not only unavailable
at the encoder end but also not available at the decoder
side. Therefore, how to estimate the reconstruction quality as accurate as possible plays fundamental roles on the
quality-assured rate controlling. Based on the proposed
reconstruction approach, we develop a blind quality estimation approach, which further can be used to effectively
guide the rate adaptation at the encoder end.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, related works are discussed. In Section III, we briefly
review the basic concepts used in compressed imaging system. In Section IV, we introduce the overall encoding/decoding
compressive multi-view video streaming framework, and in
Section V, we describe the inter-view motion compensation
based multi-view fusion decoder. The performance evaluations
are presented in Section VI, and in Section VII we draw the main
conclusions.
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II. RELATED WORK
CS-based Mono-view Video. In recent years, several monoview video coding schemes based on compressed sensing
principles have been proposed in the literature [14]–[16],
[18], [20]–[22]. These works mainly focus on single view CS
reconstruction by leveraging the correlation among successive
frames. For example, [19] proposes a distributed compressive
video sensing (DCVS) framework, where video sequences are
composed of several GOPs (group of pictures), each consisting
of a key frame followed by one or more non-key frames. Key
frames are encoded at a higher rate than non-key frames. At
the decoder end, the key frame is recovered through the GPSR
(gradient projection for sparse reconstruction) algorithm [23],
while the non-key frames are reconstructed by a modified
GRSR where side information is used as the initial point. Based
on [19], the authors further propose dynamic measurement rate
allocation for block-based DCVS. In [18], the authors focus on
improving the video quality by constructing better sparse representations of each video frame block, where Karhunen-Loeve
bases are adaptively estimated with the assistance of implicit
motion estimation. [21] and [20] consider the rate allocation and
energy consumption under the above-mentioned state-of-the-art
mono-view compressive video sensing frameworks. [14] and
[15] improve the rate-distortion performance of CS-based
codecs by jointly optimizing the sampling rate and bit-depth,
and by exploiting the intra-scale and inter-scale correlation of
multiscale DWT, respectively.
CS-based Multi-view Video. More recently, several proposals
have appeared for CS-based multi-view video coding [24]–[27].
In [24], a distributed multi-view video coding scheme based on
CS is proposed, which assumes the same measurement rates for
different views, and can only be applied together with specific
structured dictionaries as sparse representation matrix. A linear
operator [25] is proposed to describe the correlations between
images of different views in the compressed domain. The authors then use it to develop a novel joint image reconstruction
scheme. The authors of [26] propose a CS-based joint reconstruction method for multi-view images, which uses two images
from the two nearest views with higher measurement rate of the
current image (the right and left neighbors) to calculate a prediction frame. The authors then further improve the performance
by way of a multi-stage refinement procedure [27] via residual
recovery. The readers are referred to [26], [27] and references
therein for details. Differently, in this work, we propose a novel
CS-based joint decoder based on a newly-designed algorithm to
construct an inter-view motion compensated side frame. With
respect to existing proposals, the proposed framework considers
multi-view sequences encoded at different rates and with more
general sparsifying matrices. Moreover, only one reference view
(not necessarily the closest one) is selected to obtain the side
frame for joint decoding.
Blind Quality Estimation. Ubiquitous multi-view video
streaming of visual information and the emerging applications
that rely on it, e.g., multi-view video surveillance, 360 degrees
video, and IoT multimedia sensing, require an effective means to
assess the video quality because the compression methods and
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the error-prone wireless links can introduce distortion. Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and SSIM (Structural Similarity) [28] are examples of successful image quality assessment
metrics; which however require full reference image at the decoder end. In many applications such as surveillance scenarios, however, the reference signal is not available to perform
the comparison. Especially, when compressed sensing is used,
the reference signal may not even be available at the encoder
end. Readers are referred to [29], [30] and references therein
for good overviews of image quality assessment (FR-IQA) and
non-reference (blind) image quality assessment (NR-IQA) for
state-of-the-art video coding methods, e.g., H.264/AVC, respectively. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, we propose for the first
time a NR-IQA scheme for compressive imaging systems.
III. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly introduce the basic concepts of compressed sensing for signal acquisition and recovery as applied
to compressive video streaming systems.

Fig. 1.

by taking only
M = c · Klog(N/K)

A. CS Acquisition
We consider the image frame signal vectorized and represented as x ∈ RN , with N = H × W denoting the number of
pixels in one frame, with H and W representing the dimensions of the captured scene. The element xi of x represents
the ith pixel in the vectorized signal representation. As mentioned above, CS-based sampling and compression are implemented in a single step. We denote the sampling matrix as Φ ∈
RM ×N , with M  N . Then, the acquisition process can be
expressed as
y = Φx

(1)

where y ∈ RM represents the measurements and the vectorized
compressed image signal.
B. CS Recovery
Most natural images can be represented as a sparse signal in
some transformed domain Ψ, e.g., DWT or DCT, expressed as
x = Ψs

(2)

where s ∈ RN denotes the sparse representation of the image
signal. Then, we can rewrite (1) as
y = Φx = ΦΨs.

(3)

If s has K non-zero elements, we refer to x as a K-sparse signal
with respect to Ψ.
In [11], the authors proved that if A  ΦΨ satisfies the socalled Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) of order K
(1 − δk )||s||2l 2 ≤ ||As||2l 2 ≤ (1 + δk )||s||2l 2

(4)

with 0 < δk < 1 being a small “isometry” constant, then we can
recover the optimal sparse representation s∗ of x by solving the
following convex optimization problem:
P1 :

Multiview encoding/decoding architecture.

Minimize ||s||0
s∈RN

Subject to: y = ΦΨs

(5)

(6)

measurements according to the uniform uncertainty principle
(UUP), where c is some predefined constant. Then, x can be
obtained as
x̂ = Ψs∗ .

(7)

However, Problem P1 is NP-hard in general, and in most
practical cases, measurements y may be corrupted by noise,
e.g., channel noise or quantization noise. Then, most state-ofthe-art works rely on l1 minimization with a relaxed constraint
in the form of
P2 :

Minimize
s∈RN

||s||1

Subject to : ||y − ΦΨs||2 ≤ 

(8)

to recover s. Note that P2 is also a convex optimization problem
[31]. The complexity of reconstruction is O(M 2 N 3/2 ) if solved
by interior point methods [32]. Moreover, researchers interested
in sparse signal reconstruction have developed more efficient
solvers [23], [33], [34]. For measurement matrix Φ, there are two
types, Gaussian random and deterministic. Readers are referred
to [18], [35] and references therein for details about Gaussian
random and deterministic measurement matrix constructions.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We consider a multi-view video streaming system equipped
with N cameras, with each camera capturing the same scene of
interest from different perspectives. At the source nodes, each
captured view is encoded and transmitted independently and
jointly decoded at the receiver end. The proposed CS-based N view encoding/decoding architecture is depicted in Fig. 1, with
N > 2.
At the encoder side, we first select one of the considered
views as a reference (referred to as K-view) for other views
(referred to as CS-views). The frames of the K-view and of
the CS-view are encoded at a measurement rate of Rk and
Rcs , respectively. According to the asymmetric distributed video
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coding principle, the reference view (i.e., K-view) is coded at
a higher rate than the non-reference views (i.e., CS-views). In
the following, we assume that Rcs ≤ Rk . The size of the scene
of interest is denoted as H × W (in pixels), with the number of
total pixels being N = H × W . The K-view frame (denoted as
xk ∈ RN ) is compressively sampled into a measurement vector
yk ∈ RM k with measurement rate MNk = Rk , and the CS-view
frame xcs ∈ RN is sampled into ycs ∈ RM c s with MNc s = Rcs .
Readers are referred to [36] and references therein for details of
the encoding procedure.
At the decoder side, the reconstruction of K-view frames is
only based on the received K-view measurements. To reconstruct a CS-view frame, we propose a novel inter-view motion
compensated joint decoding method. We first generate a side
frame based on the received K-view and CS-view measurements. Then, we fuse the initially received measurements of
the CS-view frame with the newly sampled measurements from
generated side frame through the proposed novel fusion algorithm. In the following section, we describe the joint multi-view
decoder in detail.
V. JOINT MULTIVIEW DECODING
In this section, we discuss the proposed joint multi-view decoding method. The frames of the K-view are first reconstructed
to serve as a reference for the CS-view reconstruction procedure.
A. K-view Decoding
Denote the received measurement vector of any frame of the
K-view video sequence as ŷk ∈ RM k (i.e., a distorted version
of yk considering the joint effects of quantization, transmission
errors, and packet drops due to playout deadline violation).
Based on CS theory as discussed in Section III, the K-view
frame can be simply reconstructed by solving the following
convex optimization problem (sparse signal recovery)
P3 :

Minimize
s∈RN

||s||1

Subject to : ||ŷk − Φk Ψs||22 ≤ 

(9)

and then by mapping x̂k = Ψs∗ , with Φk and Ψ representing the K-view sampling matrix and the sparsifying matrix,
respectively. Here,  denotes the predefined error tolerance, and
s∗ represents the reconstructed coefficients (i.e., the minimizer
of (9)).
B. Interview Motion Compensated Side Frame
Motivated by the traditional mono-view video coding
schemes, where motion estimation and compensation techniques are used to generate the prediction frame, we propose
an inter-view motion estimation and compensation method for
a multi-view video coding scenario. The core idea behind the
proposed technique for generating the side frame is to compensate the reconstructed high-quality K-view frame x̂k through
an estimated inter-view motion vector. To obtain a more accurate inter-view motion estimation vector, we first down-sample
the received K-view measurements ŷk to obtain the same
number of measurements as the number of received CS-view

Fig. 2.

Block diagram of side frame generation.

measurements. Then, we use these down-sampled K-view measurements to reconstruct a lower-quality K-view that has the
equivalent level of quality as the initially reconstructed CSview frame. Next, we compare the preliminary reconstructed
CS-view with the reconstructed lower-quality K-view to obtain
the side frame. Below, we elaborate on the main components of
the side frame generation method as illustrated in Fig. 2.
CS-view initial reconstruction. We denote ŷcs and Φcs as the
received distorted version of CS-view frame measurements and
the corresponding sampling matrix, respectively. By substituting Mcs received measurements ŷcs , Φcs and x̂cs into (9), a
preliminary reconstructed CS-view frame (denoted as x̂pcs ) can
be obtained by solving the corresponding optimization problem.
K-view down-sampling and reconstruction. As mentioned
above, the reconstructed K-view frame has higher quality than
the preliminary reconstructed CS-view. To achieve higher accuracy in the estimation of the inter-view motion vector, we
propose to first down-sample the received K-view measurement
vector ŷk to obtain a new K-view frame with the same (or
comparable) reconstructed quality with respect to x̂pcs . Experiments were conducted to validate this approach, which results
in more accurate motion vector estimation than the originally
reconstructed K-view frame x̂k .
Since Rcs ≤ Rk as stated in Section IV, without loss of
generality, we consider the CS-view sampling matrix Φcs to be
a sub-matrix of Φk . Then, down-sampling can be achieved by
selecting from ŷk only measurements corresponding to Φcs ,
which is equivalent, apart from transmission errors and quantization errors, to sampling the original K frame with the matrix used
for sampling the CS frame. The down-sampled K-view measurement vector and the corresponding reconstructed k-view
frame with lower quality are denoted as ŷkd and x̂dk , respectively.
Inter-view motion vector estimation. With the preliminary
reconstructed CS-view frame x̂pcs and the reconstructed downsampled quality-degraded K-view frame x̂dk , we can then estimate the inter-view motion vector by comparing x̂pcs and x̂dk .
The detailed inter-view vector estimation procedure is as folp
of blocks with block size
lows. First, we divide x̂pcs into a set Bcs
p
p
p
, within
Bcs × Bcs (in pixel). For each current block ics ∈ Bcs
a predefined search range p in the lower-quality K-frame x̂dk , a
set Bkd (ics , p) of reference blocks, each with the same block size
p
p
× Bcs
, can be identified based on existing strategies [37],
Bcs
e.g., exhaustive search (ES), three step search (TSS), or diamond
search (DS). Then, we calculate the mean of absolute difference
p
and any block ik ∈ Bkd (ics , p),
(MAD) between block ics ∈ Bcs
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which is defined as

B cps B cps  p
d


m =1
n =1 vcs (ics , m, n) − vk (ik , m, n)
M ADi c s i k =
p
p
Bcs × Bcs
(10)
p
(ics , m, n) and vkd (ik , m, n) denoting the value of the
with vcs
p
and ik ∈ Bkd (ics , p), respecpixels at (m, n) in block ics ∈ Bcs
tively. Next, the best matching block denoted by i∗k ∈ Bkd (ics , p)
has the minimum MAD, which can be obtained by solving
i∗k = arg min M ADi c s i k

(11)

i k ∈Bkd (i c s ,p)

with M ADi c s i ∗k being the corresponding minimum MAD value.
In the single view scenario [38], it is sufficient to search for
the block corresponding to the minimum MAD (i.e., block i∗k )
to estimate the motion vector. However, in the multi-view case,
the best matching block i∗k is not necessarily a proper estimation
of block ics due to the possible “hole” problem (i.e., an object
that appears in a view is occluded in other views), which can be
rather severe.
To address this challenge, we adopt a threshold-based policy.
Let M ADth represent the predefined MAD threshold, which
can be estimated online by periodically transmitting a frame at
a higher measurement rate. Denote Δm(ics ) and Δn(ics ) as the
horizontal and vertical offset (aka motion vector, in pixel) of the
block i∗k relative to the current block ics . Then, if a block i∗k ∈
Bkd (ics , p) can be found satisfying M ADi c s i ∗k ≤ M ADth , then
p
is marked as referenced with motion
the current block ics ∈ Bcs
vector (Δm(ics ), Δn(ics )); Otherwise, the block is marked as
non-referenced.
Inter-view motion compensation. After estimating the interview motion vector, the side frame xsi ∈ RN can then be generated by compensating the initially reconstructed CS-view frame
x̂pcs , with above-estimated motion vector (Δm(ics ), Δn(ics ))
p
, and the reconstructed high-quality Kfor each block in Bcs
1
view frame x̂k . The detailed procedure of compensation is as
follows. First, we initialize the side frame xsi to xsi = x̂pcs . Then,
we replace each referenced block ics by using the corresponding block from the initially reconstructed high-quality K-view
frame x̂k with the estimated motion vector (Δm(ics ), Δn(ics )).
C. Fusion Decoding Algorithm
The side frame, aka side information, plays a very significant
role in state-of-the-art CS-based joint decoding approaches, acting as the initial point [19] of the joint recovery algorithm or
sparsifying basis [18]. Differently, we explore a novel joint decoding method by directly adopting the side information in
the measurement domain. Specifically, we propose to fuse the
received CS-view measurements ŷcs and the measurements resampled from the above generated side-frame xsi to obtain a new
measurement vector for further reconstruction of the CS-view.
The key idea is to involve more measurements with the assistance of the side frame to further improve the reconstructed
quality. This is achieved by generating CS measurements by
1 Note that we estimate the motion vector based on the quality-degraded Kview frame, but compensate the initially reconstructed CS-view frame using the
K-view frame at the original reconstructed quality.
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sampling xsi , appending the generated measurements to ŷcs ,
and then reconstructing a new CS-view frame based on the
combined measurements.
To sample the side frame, we use a sampling matrix Φ, with
Φcs and Φk both being a sub-matrix of Φ. We then select
a number Rsi × H × W of the resulting measurements, with
Rsi representing the predefined measurement rate for the side
frame. The value of Rsi depends on the amount of CS-view
measurements ŷcs that have already been received. Experiments
have been conducted to verify the intuitive conclusion that larger
Rcs implies to smaller Rsi . The experiments show that if a
sufficient number of CS-view measurements is received at the
decoder to result in acceptable reconstruction quality, adding
more measurements and combining them from the side frame
will result in the introduction of more noise, ultimately reducing
the video quality of the recovered frame. Based on experimental
evidence, we set Rsi as
⎧
⎨ Rsi = 1 − Rcs , if Rcs ≤ 0.5
Rsi = 0.6 − Rcs , if 0.5 < Rcs ≤ 0.6
(12)
⎩
if Rcs > 0.6.
Rsi = 0,
With the newly generated Rcs + Rsi measurements ỹcs , following optimization problem (9), the final jointly reconstructed
CS-view frame (denoted by x̂cs ) can be obtained.
D. Blind Video Quality Estimation
A natural question for the newly designed multi-view codec
is: how good is the reconstructed video quality? As stated in
Section II, how to assess the reconstruction quality at the decoder end without original reference frames is substantially an
open problem, especially for CS-based video coding systems
where the original pixels are not available either at the transmitter or at the receiver side. To address this challenge, we
propose a blind video quality estimation method within the
proposed compressively-sampled multi-view coding/decoding
framework described above.
Most state-of-the-art quality assessment metrics, e.g., PSNR
or SSIM, are based on the comparison between a-priori-known
reference frames and the reconstructed frames in the pixel domain. In this context, we propose to blindly evaluate the quality
in the measurement domain by adopting an approach similar to
that used to calculate PSNR. The detailed procedure is as follows. First, the reconstructed CS-view frame x̂cs is resampled
at the CS-view measurement rate Rcs , with the same sampling
matrix Φcs , thus obtaining Mcs new measurements denoted by
ycs . Then, the measurement-domain PSNR of x̂cs with respect
to the original frame xcs (which is not available even at the
encoder side) can be estimated by comparing the measurement
vector ŷcs and ycs , as
PSNR = 10 log10

(2n − 1)2
+ ΔPSNR
MSE

(13)

where n is the number of bits per measurement, and
MSE =

 ŷcs − ycs 22
.
2
Mcs

(14)
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In (13), ΔPSNR is a compensation coefficient that has been
found to stay constant or vary only slowly for each view in the
conducted experiments. Hence, it can be estimated online by
periodically transmitting a CS-frame at a higher measurement
rate.
The proposed blind estimation technique can then be used
to control the encoder to dynamically adapt the encoding rate
by adaptively increasing or decreasing the rate to guarantee the
perceived video quality at the receiver side.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we experimentally study the performance of
the proposed compressive multi-view video decoder by evaluating the perceptual quality, PSNR and SSIM. Three multi-view
test sequences are used, i.e., Vassar, Exit and Ballroom representing scenarios with slow, moderate and fast movement characteristics, respectively. The spatial dimension for each frame
is 320 × 240 (in pixel). All experiments are conducted only on
the luminance component.
At the encoder side, the sampling matrixes Φk , Φcs and Φ
are implemented with Hadamard matrixes. At the decoder end,
TSS [39] is used for motion vector estimation, with block size
and search range set to B = 16 and p = 32, respectively. In the
blind video quality estimation algorithm the value of Δ PSNR
is set to 6 and 2.9 for Ballroom and Exit, respectively. GPSR
[23] is used to solve P3 in (9).
As stated in Section I, the inter-view motion-compensated
side frame generation approach and the fusion decoding method
for CS-view frames are two of the main contributions of the
paper. To evaluate the effectiveness, we compare the following
four approaches: i) the proposed inter-view motion compensated
side frame based fusion decoding method for CS-view frame
(referred to as MC fusion), ii) the GPSR joint decoder proposed
in [19] by adopting the side frame generated by the proposed
inter-view motion compensation method (referred to as MC joint
GPSR), iii) the GPSR joint reconstruction by adopting initially
reconstructed CS-view frame as side frame (referred to as joint
GPSR)2 and iv) independent decoding method (referred to as
Independent) used as a baseline.
First, we evaluate the improvement of CS-view perceptual
quality of the proposed MC fusion decoding method compared
with Independent reconstruction approach by considering a specific frame as an example, i.e., the 5th frame of Exit and the 25th
frame of Vassar. 2-view scenario is considered, where view 1
is set as K-view with measurement rate 0.6 and view 2 is CSview. Results are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. We observe that
the blurring effect in the independently reconstructed frame is
mitigated through joint decoding. Taking the regions of the person, bookshelf and photo frame in Fig. 3(b) and 3(d), and almost
the whole regions in Fig. 4(b) and 4(d) as examples, we can see
that the video quality improvement is noticeable, which corresponds to an improvement in PSNR from 28.17 dB to 29.58 dB
and 25.81 dB to 27.87 dB, respectively, and in an improvement
in SSIM of 0.09 (from 0.75 to 0.84) and 0.14 (from 0.60 to
2 Joint GPSR is the base line for MC joint GPSR which is used to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed interview motion compensation based side frame.

Fig. 3. (a) Original. (b) Independently reconstructed. (c) Generated side
frame. (d) Fusion decoded 5th frame of Exit. Measurement rate is set to 0.2.

Fig. 4. (a) Original. (b) Independently reconstructed. (c) Generated side
frame. (d) Fusion decoded 25th frame of Vassar. Measurement rate is set to
0.15.

0.74), respectively. The block effect introduced by the blockbased side frame generation method [shown in Figs. 3(c) and
4(c)] is not observed in the reconstructed frame in Figs. 3(d)
and 4(d) since the proposed fusion decoding algorithm operates
in the measurement domain.
Then, we consider the 4-view scenario, views 1, 2, 3 and
4. Without loss of the generality, view 2 is selected as K-view
and the other three as CS-views. We then compare the achieved
SSIM and PSNR for the first 50 frames of Vassar, Exit, Ballroom. We set three different CS-view measurement rates 0.3,
0.1 and 0.2 for Vassar, Exit, Ballroom, respectively. The results
are illustrated in Figs. 5–7 with respect to PSNR and SSIM.
We observe that the proposed MC fusion decoding method and
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Fig. 5. PSNR comparison for CS-views: (a) view 1, (b) view 3, and (c) view 4. SSIM comparison for CS-views: (d) view 1, (e) view 3, and (f) view 4, with
measurement rate 0.3 of Vassar.

Fig. 6. PSNR comparison for CS-views: (a) view 1, (b) view 3, and (c) view 4. SSIM comparison for CS-views: (d) view 1, (e) view 3, and (f) view 4, with
measurement rate 0.1 of Exit.
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Fig. 7. PSNR comparison for CS-views: (a) view 1, (b) view 3, and (c) view 4. SSIM comparison for CS-views: (d) view 1, (e) view 3, and (f) view 4, with
measurement rate 0.2 of Ballroom.

MC joint GPSR outperform significantly joint GPSR and Independent decoding approaches by up to 1.5 dB and 0.16 in
terms of PSNR and SSIM, respectively. MC fusion (blue curve)
and MC joint GPSR (pink curve) have similar performance for
the tested three multi-view sequences. This observation demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed fusion decoding method
for CS-view; it also showcases the effectiveness of the side frame
generated by the proposed inter-view motion compensated side
frame. For the Vassar test sequence with CS-view encoding rate
0.3, MC joint GPSR is slightly better than MC fusion by no
more than 0.3 dB and 0.03 in terms of PSNR and SSIM. Instead, for Exit with 0.1 encoding rate and Ballroom with 0.2
measurement rate sequences, MC joint GPSR and MC fusion
achieve almost the same performance. We can also see that joint
GPSR (black curve) proposed for single view video odd and
even frames joint decoding just slightly outperforms Independent (red curve), which shows that joint GPSR is not suitable for
the multi-view scenario and the importance of the side frame that
acts as the initial point for the joint GRSR recovery algorithm.
Finally, to evaluate the proposed blind quality estimation
method, we transmit the CS-view sequence over simulated timevarying channels with a randomly generated error pattern. The
K-view is assumed to be correctly received and reconstructed. A
setting similar to [21] is considered for CS-view transmission,
i.e., the encoded CS-view measurements are first quantized and
packetized. Then, parity bits are added to each packet. A packet
is dropped at the receiver if detected to contain errors after a parity check. Here, we consider the Ballroom and Exit sequences as

Fig. 8. Video quality estimation results for different video sequences: Ballroom (top) and Exit (bottom).

an example. The simulation result is depicted in Fig. 8, where
the top figure refers to Ballroom, while the bottom refers to
Exit. Different from the results in Figs. 6 and 7, where the measurement rate is set to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, in Fig. 8, the
actual received measurement rate is varying between 0.1 and
0.6 because of the randomly generated error pattern, which further results in varying PSNR. Through comparing the estimated
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PSNR (blue line) with real PSNR (red dot) for 100 successive frames, we can conclude that the proposed blind estimation
within our joint decoding of independently encoding framework
is rather precise, with an estimation error of 4.32% for Ballroom
and of 6.50% for Exit, respectively. With the proposed quality
estimation approach, the receiver can provide precise feedback
to the transmitter to guide dynamic rate adaptation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an inter-view motion compensated side frame generation method for compressive multi-view
video coding systems, and based on it, a novel fusion decoding approach for CS-view frame was developed. At the decoder
end, a side frame is first generated and then resampled to obtain measurements and then appended after the received CSview measurements. With the newly combined measurements,
the state-of-the-art sparse signal recovery algorithm GPSR is
used to obtain a final reconstructed CS-view frame. Extensive
simulation results show that the proposed MC fusion decoder
outperforms the independent CS-decoder in the case of fast-,
moderate- and low-motion scenarios. The efficacy of the proposed side frame is also validated by adopting the existing joint
GPSR with the proposed inter-view motion compensated side
frame as the initial reconstruction point. Based on the proposed
multi-view joint decoder, we also developed a video quality assessment metric (operating in the measurement domain) without reference frames for CS video systems. Experimental results
with wireless video streaming scenario validated the accuracy
of the proposed blind video quality estimation approach.
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